TRAVEL ADVISORY FOR DUBAI

2022

REQUIREMENT FOR PASSENGERS EX-BD TO DUBAI



Hold an approval granted by the Federal Authority for Identity and Citizenship approval (ICA)
[Other states except Dubai] OR an approval granted by GDRFA to enter Dubai ; For the holders
of residence visa only.



If Residence visa issued from other states of UAE (except DXB), Please check visa status only
through link
UAEEntry.ica.gov.ae. No need
to ask GDRFA/ICA
approval.
DACOABG/CGPOABG/ZYLOABG – If residence visa issued from other states of UAE (ex DXB)
Only please check Green Sign through: UAEEntry.ica.gov.ae and API clearance.

BOOKING PROCEDURE TO/FROM DUBAI

Mandatory information required in PNR data; i.e.
 DOCS (Travel Document no./Passport no., Nationality, DOB, Gender,
Name
as
per
Travel
Document/Passport).DON’T
INSERT
MR/MRS/MISS/H/MSTR AT DOCS EXCEPT AVAILABLE AT PASSPORT
 DOCO (Place of Birth, Visa no., Visa issue place, Visa issue date etc.)
 CTCM (Personal Telephone Contact)
 CTCE (Personal E-mail address)
Above Details are required for all passengers travelling to/from UAE including transit.

All booked passengers MUST fulfill all below terms and conditions:


Present a VALID Negative Covid-19 Test certificate that is issued within the valid time
frame, namely, (48) hours from the time of collecting the sample and from and
approved health service, which use QR code System.



Present a Rapid PCR test report that should be based on molecular diagnostic testing
intended for the qualitative detection of nucleic acid for SARS-COV-2 viral RNA;
conducted at the departure airport prior to six (6) hours of departure, provided with
QR code system.
Passenger must report at airport 08 hours before flight departure and hold BDT 1600 for spot
Rapid PCR test before on board. All travelers flying to DXB shall present a valid PCR test report: at
time of check-in to the aircraft operator. Passenger must carry 10 copies Printed Negative
COVID19 Certificate before flight departure.
Every passenger should hold Android / Smart Phone at the time of departure. Download the
“COVID 19 DXB” Smart App before departure. QR code to app on the declaration form and
attached instructions in Arabic and English.Fill the Declaration Form before arriving at DXB.
Submitted before PCR test on arrival in DXB. Passenger must have valid Health Insurance.
For maintaining covid protocol Biman will not carry any transit passengers ex-BD.
All UAE residents, GCC citizens, and visitors traveling to Dubai will need to conduct a pre-travel
(before departure) PCR test, irrespective of the country they are coming from. Tourists with valid
visa or visa on arrival are not required to get any approvals from GDRFA or ICA.
Children under 10 and passengers with moderate to severe disabilities are exempt from PCR.
All UAE Nationals are Not required to conduct any PCR test before arriving at DXB/DWC, PCR Test
on arrival only. An exemption is also extended to the below categories of passengers from the
requirement of mandatory PCR test or GDRFA pre-approval prior traveling to Dubai, from all
destinations.
-The inbound passengers escorting a 1st degree UAE nationals’ relative.
-Domestic workers escorting a UAE national sponsor during travel. Given that they
are traveling on the same flight with the relative or sponsor.
VISIT air.transport@dcaa.gov.ae to know about COVID 19 - Inbound and Transit Passenger
protocol (Argentine, Colombia, Egypt and Mexico).












